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Reference: Advisory Notice Upgraded Center Well Dish (1131-CW) 
 
 
Vreeland 03-Oct-2022 
 
 
Dear valued Customer, 
  
Hereby we inform you that we have upgraded the Center Well dish (article code 1131-CW). 
The current 1131-CW has a 360 grip base: this part has been redesigned and resulted in an 
upgrade. Based on customer feedback and in close collaboration with embryologists, we have 
changed the grip part which improves the use of the device in two ways: 
  

1. The dish now features room for labelling on the side wall 
2. The new design improves handling of both the dish and its lid, making the product more 

user friendly 
 
The upgraded version: 
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The current (left) versus the upgraded version (right): 
 

 
 
Since the production of the previous version has now ceased, the article numbers remain the 
same. The 1131-CW “Packed per 10” will now be shipped in the new design, while the 
individually packed version 1130-CW will follow in a few months. 
 
BIRR produces according to the highest standards: all BIRR dishes are LAL, SMA and MEA+ 
tested. MEA+ is performed culturing mouse embryos until day 5 in the tested dish, the change 
will be effective from of LOT 22675. Further, all BIRR products are CE mark class 2A medical 
devices for clinical IVF use. 
  
We look forward to receiving your feedback, 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Tom Vermeiden   Sebastiaan van Dijk  Loïc Brandsma 
CEO     R&D    QA/RA Manager 
E-mail:   tom@birr.nl 
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